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The CIE/USA-DFW chapter held its first online 2021 Officers /
Volunteers Orientation on Saturday, December 12th, 2020. The main
goal of the orientation was to introduce CIE’s history as well as the
chapter’s bylaws, policies, ethics to the 2021 officer team and new
volunteers. It also presented an opportunity for the officers and
volunteers to meet each other and understand each of the individual
function’s roles and responsibilities.

Our 2021 DFW Chapter President, Dr. Tiger Zhou, kicked off the
orientation session and welcomed a diverse volunteer team from
many engineering fields. Dr. Faa-Ching Wang, the chapter founder,
was invited to present the CIE/USA-DFW chapter’s history and vision.
Next, CIE advisors Sheana Chen and Grace Tyler gave a brief
overview of the chapter’s bylaws, policies and ethics using several
hypothetical cases as examples to demonstrate the ideas presented.
Finally, CIE advisor Claire Jung introduced the mentoring circle
program which was designed to provide mentorship to CIE officers
and volunteers in career and personal development.

After a short quiz , 2020 President and 2021 Chairman of the Board,
Dr. Lun Tsuei gave a review of the 2020 programs and achievements.
The last session of the event was to invite each of the new 2021
officers to give a brief self-introduction and explain their roles and
responsibilities. A total of thirty CIE officers and volunteers attended
this online orientation. Video clips and interactive games were
played throughout the whole presentation. It received an excellent
poll score of 4.72 out of 5 from the attendees.
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Thanks to the 2021 officers and volunteers who 

attended the orientation!

Lots of hard work ahead for everyone this year.

Excellent poll feedback 

(4.73 out of 5)Meeting agenda Dec, 12, 2020

New Officer/Volunteer Orientation 
Chair: Tiger Zhou
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CIE/USA-DFW successfully held the 4th annual SECC on Sunday,
March 28th, 2021. This was the first online SECC in order to maintain
everyone’s health and safety during COVID-19 as well as the first
time we co-hosted the event with another non-profit organization,
Share and Grow from Oklahoma. Hosting this event online expanded
CIE/USA-DFW’s impact to students outside the Dallas-Fort Worth
Metroplex, including participants from Oklahoma. The SECC is a
flagship youth program of CIE/USA-DFW, featuring engineering
competitions for students in grades 1-12, two workshops and one
Q&A workshop. The goal of the program was to help students to
develop their interest in Science, Technology, and Engineering, and
to be creative when solving challenges.

In the 2021 SECC program, we developed two projects: the Division
A project (Marble Machine) for students 5th grade and under, and
the Division B project (Raspberry Pi Plotter Machine) for middle and
high school students. For the Division B project, we further expanded
the project to encourage the students to be creative and to come up
with their own engineering ideas using the Raspberry Pi platform.

The SECC workshop 1 introduced both projects. The theme
was "Build the future!". This workshop attracted more than 100
participants and a record number of contest registrants. The SECC
competitions attracted 24 elementary school teams for the “Marble
Machine” project and 17 middle school/high school teams for the
“Raspberry Pi project”. Many students and parents emailed the
committee and showed their interest in the program. The SECC
workshop 2 for Division B project attracted over 10 teams. On the
event day, 20 teams joined the Division A project and 11 teams
joined the Division B project. Jan Benmard was the event host and
had very successful interview sessions. Many students eagerly
demonstrated their projects. After the interviews, all the teams
presented their projects to the judges. The award ceremony reached
its climax when the award winners were announced. CIE/USA-DFW
presented 11 trophies and medals to the Division A "Marble
Machine" winners and 5 trophies to the Division B "Raspberry Pi"
project winners.

Student Engineering & Creativity Convention (SECC) 
(3/18/2021)

The 2021 SECC was chaired by Hua Chen and Xincheng Tang.
The Master of Ceremony was Jan Benmard. The program committee and
the CIE/USA-DFW would like to express our sincere appreciation to all the
volunteers and corporate sponsors – Oncor, Texas Instruments, Cathay
Bank Foundation, and ConsulPath – for their contributions to make this
event a great success.

Jackson Aarseth's presentation video

Wilson Zhou's marble machine

Division-A 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place
Group 1 
(K-2nd)

Wilson Zhou Erica Weng
Aiden Guo and 
Angela Guo

Group 2 
(3rd-5th)

Melissa Zhou David Xiao Aurora Cai

Honorable 
Mention

Jayden Lu, Benjamin Kim, Andy Wang and Mindi Ly

Creativity
Zoe Cheng and Edward Yan, Kaylee Zhao and Nidhi 
Keskar, Hudson Aarseth

Division-B 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place

Plotter Machine Jackson Aarseth Andrew Ye Michael Liu

Creative Project
Matthew Liu and 
Everett Jin

Kathy Liu 
and Charles Liu

Jackson Aarseth's plotter machine

Chairs: Hua Chen and Xincheng Tang
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The Spring Technical Symposium Webinar was held on Saturday,
May 1st, 2021.

The 2021 CIE/USA-DFW Spring Technical Symposium “Resilience
and Sustainability for the Future” aimed to present and exchange
ideas about the efforts to strengthen the resilience and sustainability
to meet the future needs of prosperity. Three scientific and
engineering experts from high-tech companies and academic
institutes in the DFW Metroplex shared their research, innovations,
thoughts, and vision in their respective fields of batteries, power
infrastructures, and energy resources.

The first speaker in the technical session was Sam Wong, Product
Line Manager, Battery Charging Products, Battery Management
Solutions, at Texas Instruments. His speech, “Sustainable Power with
Energy Harvesting for IoT Applications”, discussed that one of the
challenges of smart homes or factories is to provide endless power
to run IoT nodes. It is cost prohibitive to power them with wired
power or battery power which requires routine charging. Energy
harvesting that leverages sustainable sources such as solar or
ambient light becomes the only viable solution.

The next speaker was Dr. Mohammad E. Khodayar, Associate
Professor, Electrical and Computer Engineering, at the Southern
Methodist University. His speech was "Energy Supply Resilience and
Economics: Transition toward Active Distribution Networks and
Microgrid Technology". This presentation addressed the benefits,
opportunities, and challenges of integrating and operating
microgrids in distribution networks.

Spring Technical Symposium Webinar (5/1/2021)

The third and final speech in the technical session, “Reducing Carbon
Footprints Through Innovation in Oil/Gas Industry”, was given by Dr.
Allan Zhong, Distinguished Scientist, at Halliburton. He discussed how
the oil/gas industry is helping to combat global warming through
transitioning into clean energy and reducing its carbon footprint
through innovation. To read more about our speakers, please go to:
https://cie-dfw.org/event/2021-cie-usa-dfw-spring-technical-
symposium/

Sam Wong, 

Product Line Manager, Battery Charging Products, BMS, Texas Instruments

Dr. Mohammad E. Khodayar, Associate Professor, Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, Southern Methodist University

Dr. Allan Zhong, Distinguished Scientist, Halliburton

Dr. J.-C. Chiao, Templeton Centennial Chair Professor, Electrical & Computer 
Engineering, Southern Methodist University moderates the webinar with three speakers. 

Chairs: Yanping Chen and Bryan Taylor

https://cie-dfw.org/event/2021-cie-usa-dfw-spring-technical-symposium/
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The Leadership Assessment Mentoring Program (LAMP) Webinar
was held on Saturday, May 8th, 2021.

The LAMP program started with Mr. David Lu, Vice President,
Network Systems & Automation, AT&T Labs. His talk “A Journey from
Musician to Technology Executive – Unleash Your Full Potential”
provided insightful advice tips on how to discover your true self,
unleash your full leadership potential, and fulfill your dream.

The next speaker, Mr. Bing Xie, Former Senior Vice
President/Executive Officer for Texas Instruments, delivered a talk
with the topic of how to “Thrive In Time Of Uncertainty”. He shared
how to improve one’s tolerance and thrive amid uncertainty,
especially since Covid-19 has introduced a lot of changes to our
professional as well as personal lives.

The third speaker, Mr. Alex Machoka, Senior Director Transmission
Operations at Oncor, discussed the topic “Inevitability of Change:
Intersection of Leadership and Generations in the Workplace”. He
shared many practical tips on how to effectively lead multiple
generations especially for young leaders leading older employees,
who in most cases have more functional experience.

The program continued with a Q&A Panel discussion with the three
LAMP speakers as panelists. They addressed many questions
submitted online from the audience.

This LAMP webinar was moderated by Chris Koh. The Spring
technical symposium webinar and LAMP webinar were chaired by
Yanping Chen and Bryan Taylor. The event received excellent
feedback from our attendees, and was rated 4.6 out of 5. We would
like to thank our volunteers and generous sponsors for this event!

Mr. Bing Xie, Senior Vice 
President/Executive Officer, 
Texas Instruments (ret)

Mr. David Lu, Vice President, 
Network Systems & 
Automation, AT&T Labs

Mr. Alex Machoka, Senior Director 
Transmission Operations, Oncor

LAMP moderator Chris Koh and our amazing panelists!

The LAMP webinar received 

excellent feedback score of 4.6 

out of 5!

Chairs: Yanping Chen and Bryan Taylor
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CIE/USA-DFW successfully held the 32nd annual MathComp/
MathFun on Saturday, June 5, 2021. It is CIE/USA-DFW's flagship
youth program, featuring a math competition for students from
1st through 8th grade, a parenting seminar, and a math fun fair. This
program helps students to discover and develop their interest in
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM).

This was the second year that the event was held online in order to
maintain everyone's health and safety during COVID-19. More than
250 contestants participated in MathComp (math competition),
which was held via an online exam tool with each grade level hosted
in its own respective sessions. Hosting this event online expanded
CIE/USA-DFW's impact to students outside the Dallas-Fort Worth
Metroplex, including participants from Oklahoma, Washington,
California, Florida, and more. As the contestants took their tests
online, the proctors monitored the contestants virtually via web
cam. Contestants then participated in MathFun, through the online
platform Kahoot. They participated in a series of games and
interactive activities designed for students to broaden their critical
thinking skills and to learn to apply mathematics to real life. Students
also had options to play Jeopardy or a Choose Your Own Adventure
game.

In the afternoon, over 230 parents and guests attended a separate
parenting seminar and panel discussions. The theme of the parenting
seminar was “STEM Education". Opening remarks were given by
Tiger Zhou, President of CIE/USA-DFW. Shawn Xiong served as the
Master of Ceremony and moderator for this session, with four
panelists including: Dr. Jian Shen (Associate Chair of Department of
Mathematics, Texas State University), and students Alay Shah, Amy
Guan, and Jennifer Xiong. Click here to read more about our
panelists and see their slides. After the speeches, the panel
discussion drew many interesting questions from the audience. The
topics ranged from how to stimulate students' interests in math to
how to balance school and extracurricular activities.

MathComp/MathFun and Parenting Seminar
(6/5/2021)

Hong Jiang was the Master of Ceremony for the awards ceremony. CIE
presented “Gold“ and “Silver” trophies to 50 winners, who were ranked
in the top 20% of their grade. In addition, 50 students received
honorable mention medals. Congratulations to the award winners! The
winner list can be found at the CIE event site here.

MathComp/MathFun 2021 was chaired by Jan Benmard. The program
committee and CIE/USA-DFW would like to express our sincere
appreciation to all the volunteers and corporate sponsors - Oncor,
Texas Instruments, Cathay Bank Foundation, and AoPS Academy for
their contributions to make this event a great success!

Parenting Seminar Panelists

2021-2nd Quarter

Ms. Hong Jiang welcomed Ms. Jan Benmard for 

opening remarks

Chair: Jan Benmard

https://cie-dfw.org/2021-mcmf/
https://cie-dfw.org/2021-mcmf/
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MathComp/MathFun and Parenting Seminar
(6/5/2021)
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Over 40 student winners received a gold or silver 

trophy by participating online MCMF.

Chair: Jan Benmard

2021 MathComp / MathFun Winners

Gold Award Silver Award
Honorable 
Mentioned 

1
st

 
G
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d

e Cyrus Kuang Angela Guo Dion Sun

Daniel Chi Sixuan Du, Kelley Cai

2
n

d
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e

Tommy Li Isabella Song Eric Dong

Hannah Wu Hanson Lou Allen Nai

Jade Chen Aaron Tu Daniel Huang

Kevin Zhou Charlie Zhang

Ally Jin Mingyuan, Yeewei Yap

3
rd

   
G

ra
d

e Shaheem Samsudeen Avni Gautam Emma Yang

Lillian Ye Benjamin Dong Leonardo Martinez

Ethan Jia Yifei Mei Neal Stevens

Nathan Lee Avahan Gautam Avery Hu

4
th

 
G
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d

e Colin Wei Yuqi Zhou Nathan Liu,Joshua Shu

Ian Song Melody Jing Karen Li,Andrew Huang

Cody Li Ethan Ye,Madeline Xing

5
th

 G
ra

d
e Bryan Kuang Jay Yi Prajit Saravanan,Zoe Cheng

Calvin Jiang Owen Xie Edward Ni,Kyle Z. Lin

Devin Li Arka Rebbapragada Bryan Li,Eric Liu

Bryan Fu Evan Tsai William Tu,Ryan Nam

6
th

 
G

ra
d

e Michael Chang Shourya Vyas Claire Wu,Katie Ma

Leo Li Yeening Yap Keshav Anand,Chris Pan

Nicholas Huang Jeffrey Xu,Jenny Chu

7
th

 
G

ra
d

e Aaron Kuang Kayden Zhong David Zhang

Ethan Poon Edward Mou David Liu,Alicia Gu

Eric Qian Arun Rebbapragada

8
th

 
G

ra
d

e Audrey Perry Matthew Xie Ethan Zhang

Jessie Wang Joshua Ye

Jonathan Wang Yifan Wang
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The Youth English Speech program was hosted by the CIE USA-DFW
Chapter and organized by the Texas Dragon Toastmasters Club. It
was sponsored by Oncor, Texas Instruments, and Cindy's NY Deli.

The goals of the Youth Speech contest are to stimulate young
students’ interests in public speaking, and to boost their confidence
and competence from the early stage. The Youth English Speech
Contest had served the DFW community for over 10 years. Every
year it attracts over 100 students from 1st to 12th grade to compete
in this great contest.

This year was the first time the Youth English Speech Contest was
held online, which made it more convenient for many participants.
Contestants from three different time zones participated in the
event and the committee was able to overcome large challenges in
organizing and running the contest in a new environment.

Ten committee members started preparing for this event in March.
They worked numerous evenings and weekends to learn new
technologies for holding an online contest. There were two
knowledge transfer sessions with previous MathComp/MathFun and
Speech Workshop chairs after the committee's kickoff meeting.
Together, the committee learned how to use new tools such as
Eventbrite, Zoom, Google Sheets, Google Forms, Slack, and Excel.

To keep a fair and high-quality contest:
• We recruited Distinguished Toastmasters and speech contest

winners to give tutorial speeches in two workshops. Topics
included:

• How to choose a topic / organize a speech
• How to use vocal variety
• Your body talks
• Simple Power of Gestures
• Attitude – Demo Speech
• 8 Student practice speeches

• We added a new topic in the workshops: Judging Criteria. The
Chief Judge, Jen Hoch, presented the speech contest judging
criteria. The transparency of judging standards not only
ensured fairness to all contestants but also gave students and
parents detailed quantitative instructions on how to prepare
speeches for the contest. This topic received great feedback
during the workshops.

Youth Speech Workshops and Contest
(6/26/2021)

• Before the awards ceremony, 13 contestants volunteered to give
their contest speeches in front of a Zoom audience. This was an
opportunity for them to highlight their speaking skills. It also
encouraged and inspired the other participants.

• More than 30 experienced speech judges and contest masters
volunteered to help for this event. Many of them had served as
judges or contest masters at a variety of levels at Toastmasters
speech contests. To help the judges and contest masters prepare
for such a large scale online event, the Chief Judge and Contest
Master Chairs worked creatively to provide an easy and effective
work process for the online contest.

• More than 60 community volunteers registered to support this
event. There were two training sessions, two workshop practice
sessions, and two rehearsals provided to all volunteers. These
sessions guaranteed a smooth event day on Saturday, June 26.

This program attracted close to 700 zoom users in all three
events. There were 211 users for Workshop 1 on June 12th; 162 users
for Workshop 2 on June 19th; and 322 users for the contest and
award ceremony on June 26th.

There were 104 contestants, who were divided into different Zoom
breakout rooms based on their grade levels in the 2021 spring
semester. Nine breakout rooms ran concurrently for up to 2 hours.
After a 40 minute session of judges' debates, a total of 27 trophy
winners and 26 honorable mention winners were announced.

This contest was a great experience for all participants, and according
to a Zoom poll, 90% of the poll participants would attend future Youth
English Speech Contests. It was also a valuable learning process for the
committee members, who learned so much about teamwork,
leadership, and communication skills. The committee is proud of their
contribution to the DFW community.

2021-2nd Quarter

Workshop 1 Panelists Workshop 2 Panelists

Chair: Hong Jiang
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Youth Speech Workshops and Contest
(6/26/2021)
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Group Grades First Place Winer
Second Place 
Winner

Third Place 
Winner

Honorable Mentions Winner

1 1 & 2 Anjali Ipe Sophia Mao Wilson Zhou Angelina Wu, Celina Cai

2 1 & 2 Angela Guo Hannah Wu Max Cao Jack Chen, Miya Su

3 3 Jonathan Jin Lillian Ye Olivia Zhang Chloe Li, Alex Lin, Elizabeth Sun

4 4 Shouryan Kokkonda Kaylee Zhao Mitra Amin
Kristine Qiao, Jane Wang, Keya Ramalingam, 
Yimo Liu

5 5 & 6 Melissa Zhou Ariel Yuan Audrey Chen
Jennifer Duan, Zoe Cheng, 
Julia Shi, Saniyah Mazumder, Leo Zhang

6 5 & 6 Sanskrithi Kokkonda Emily Chen Connie Zhao
Vivian Zhou, Trinity Tandon,  Kathleen Jiang, 
Jacob Yang, Amy Huang

7 7 & 8 Aakash Arulkumaran Alanna Sun Shuyi Wu Varun Mukund, Kevin Liu

8 7 & 8 Oliver Chen Everett Jin Ashley Chen Boon Bin Tong

9 9 - 11 Aditi Amin Mahika Mazumder Eve Yang Advika Varadharajan, Tracy Gong

2021 DFW Youth English Speech Contest Winners

Contest Trophy Winners
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Exciting Upcoming Events!

2021- 3rd Quarter

Event Audience Date Format

CIE/USA-DFW Chapter Convention Professionals & Youth September 18, 25 Online

Young Achiever Award Grades 10 & 11 September 25 Online

Community Resilience Scholarship Grade 9-12 September 25 Online

Technical Executive Forum Professionals
September 25
(Invitation Only)

Online

Fall Technical Symposium Professionals September 18, 25 Online

2020 Convention YAA Award Ceremony


